Enhanced Traction for Snowy City Streets

The new Goodyear® Endurance TSD offers enhanced traction, especially in snowy conditions, with a deep open-lug design. It's intended to help your fleet navigate challenging city streets during harsh winter weather.

This tire is exceptionally fuel-efficient with lower rolling resistance compounds and extends your miles to removal with enhanced rubber volume.
LONG-LASTING TIRE IDEAL FOR URBAN SERVICE

Reduce fuel consumption with Endurance TSD

1. LOWER ROLLING RESISTANCE COMPOUNDS help reduce fuel consumption
2. NON-DIRECTIONAL TREAD DESIGN helps provide a uniform footprint
3. ENHANCED RUBBER VOLUME helps deliver many miles to removal
4. DEEP OPEN-LUG DESIGN helps provide traction in wet or snowy conditions
5. TIE-BAR SHOULDER AND BLADED TREAD PATTERN help deliver long, even wear

Recommended Application

To find out more about Goodyear® transit tires that can go the distance, contact a Goodyear Sales Associate at 1.800.MILEAGE (1.800.645.3243), or visit goodyeartrucktires.com.

WARNING: With respect to the use of all Goodyear bus mileage tires, any use other than as imprinted on the tires is unsafe. Improper use could render the tire unserviceable and could jeopardize the lives and safety of operators and passengers. Goodyear assumes no responsibility for any accident, injury or damage caused by special mileage tire failures due to misuse or the failure to follow proper maintenance and installation procedures.

NOTE: Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA), Regulatory Guidance for the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations, Part 393.75(d): “No bus shall be operated with regrooved, recapped or retreaded tires on the front wheels.” Other requirements apply, including federal and manufacturer standards.

---

**Tire Size** | **Load Range** | **Single Load** | **Single Inflation** | **Dual Load** | **Dual Inflation** | **Weight** | **Rim Width** | **Overall Width** | **Overall Diameter** | **Static Radius** | **RPM** | **Tread Depth** | **Min. Dual Spacing** | **Speed Rating**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
365/70R22.5 | L | 12,330 | 3,550 | 130 | 900 | 7,390 | 3,350 | 130 | 900 | 128.1 | 120 | 30 | 12.1 | 34 | 68
315/80R22.5 | L | 9,060 | 4,125 | 130 | 900 | 8,270 | 3,770 | 130 | 900 | 128.1 | 120 | 32 | 13.8 | 35 | 75
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